
Introducing Me 
Complete as many of the activities below as possible (it is VERY unlikely all will be completed) 

Pepeha - Picture Reveal. (S) Compulsory 
- Complete your Pepeha (write it in a book) 
- Insert a photo of you. 
- Cover your picture with shapes, a circle covering your face (1 piece for each statement). 
- Insert each part of your Pepeha in a text box (not covering part of the picture) 
- Use the animations (view – animations) to set up your slide. 

Letter of Introduction: (S + Pub) Compulsory 
- Write a letter to introduce yourself. Each paragraph should be in a new text box.  

Korowai Feathers: (Art, Class) Compulsory 
- Complete feathers for your name, and one for each of MANA (looks, sounds, feels like) 

Personal Goals: (Pub, S) Compulsory 
- Use the Google Doc (classroom) to write SMART goals that you would like to work toward this Term/ 

Year. These goals should be written with the help of a parent. 
Personal Crest: (Art, S) Compulsory 

- Design and make a personal crest. Take a close up photograph and add it to your presentation. 
People Hunt: (Class, S) 

- Cover each statement with the picture of a class mate. Animate each so that they appear individually. 
Name Find: (Class) 

- Complete the Name Word find 
Detective: (Class) 

- Complete the Detective Clues Sheet. We will try some of these in class. 
True / False: (Class) 

- Write four statements about yourself. Three should be true and one should be false. 
Adjectives Acrostic Picture: (S) 

- Insert a picture of yourself on a new slide. 
- In text boxes, write adjectives about yourself. Use animations to set up the slide.  

Picture Collage: (S) 
- On a new slide of your presentation, create a page of pictures (covering the whole page) about things 

that you like to do, see, be… (must include at least 10 pictures) 
What Are My Best Qualities: (S) 

- Complete the What are my best qualities sheet and add it to your Slideshow. 
Name Animation: (S) 

- Animate your name following the instructions on the topic page of the class website 
Kahoot! / Quizz Quiz: 

- Create 10 or more questions (with 3-4 answers) about yourself. Use Kahoot! or Quizizz to present your 
quiz. We can play some completed quizzes in class. 

- Create a picture reveal Gif of yourself. Add these to the share folder in drive. Create a Kahoot or Quizizz 
about people in Room 4 using these Gif images as part of the clue.  

Name Collage: (Art, S) 
- Write your name (or initials) in large, connected block letters. Cover each letter using collage. Take a 

digital photo of this to include in your presentation 
Mondrian Name Art: (Art, S) 

- Create a Mondrian Name design. Take a photo of it to add to your presentation. 
Digital Scavenger Hunt (class, S) 

- Take photos of the items and add them to the template 
Free Choice  

- Negotiate an activity with Mr C 
Key: 

Compulsory – Must be completed (S) = Completed in Google Slides.  (Pub) = Published on paper for 
class (Art) = Completed as an art activity in class.   (Class) = Completed in class 


